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Unit I Overview
Content Area:  Reader’s Workshop
Unit Title:  Literature – “Building a Reading Life”
Target Course/Grade Level:  Third Grade
Unit Summary: This unit entails helping students learn to find “just right books”, record reading and 
responses, recognizing when he/she doesn’t understand, retelling the parts of a book he/she has read in big
steps, and talking with others about books that he/she enjoys.  

Students will be exposed to grade-level texts of appropriate complexity in this unit. They will be expected
to read five to nine short texts and one extended text from across the curriculum. Selections would include
short texts from across the curriculum of sufficient complexity for close reading that would allow students
to draw evidence from the texts and present their analyses in writing as well as through speaking.
Educators can create coherence within the curriculum by focusing instruction on similar standards and
skills across multiple genres, and choosing texts that build on background knowledge needed to read and
comprehend other texts students will study. Literature selections may include adventure stories, folktales,
legends, fables, fantasy, realistic fiction, and drama with a special emphasis on myth, as well as nursery
rhymes, narrative poems, limericks, and free verse.
Unit Rationale:  English Language Arts instruction demands that standards be addressed at many levels
and in many units throughout a grade level. In this unit, students will need to learn a strategy or skill, and
apply it in varying circumstances and within varying levels of text complexity while reading several
fictional texts. Sometimes the skill is applied orally and then in writing, but in this particular unit, there
should be many opportunities for students to acquire higher-level thinking skills early on in the year. The
following learning objective will address the level and expectation that students should meet while reading
multiple literature selections.
Interdisciplinary Content

Social Studies

N.J.S.A.18.A.52:16A-88 Amistad Law & N.J.S.A.18.A:35-28 Holocaust Law Read Aloud and
Shared Reading Resources:

● Grimes, N. (2017). Make Way For Dyamonde Daniel

● Faruqi, S. (2018). Meet Yasmin!

Comprehensive Health and PE standards:

2.1.5.EH.3: Identify different feelings and emotions that people may experience and how they
might express these emotions (e.g., anger, fear, happiness, sadness, hopelessness, anxiety).

2.1.5.SSH.6: Describe the characteristics of healthy versus unhealthy relationships among friends
and with family members.

Career Readiness, Life Literacies, & Key Skills:
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9.4.5.CI.3: Participate in a brainstorming session with individuals with diverse perspectives to
expand one’s thinking about a topic of curiosity (e.g., 8.2.5.ED.2, 1.5.5.CR1a).

9.4.5.CT.3: Describe how digital tools and technology may be used to solve problems.

9.4.5.DC.1: Explain the need for and use of copyrights.

9.4.5.GCA.1: Analyze how culture shapes individual and community perspectives and points of
view (e.g., 1.1.5.C2a, RL.5.9, 6.1.5.HistoryCC.8).

Computer Science & Design Thinking:

8.1 Computer Science, outlines a comprehensive set of concepts and skills, such as data and
analysis, algorithms and programming, and computing systems.

8.2 Design Thinking, outlines the technological design concepts and skills essential for
technological and engineering literacy. The framework design includes Engineering Design,
Ethics and Culture, and the Effects of Technology on the Natural world among the disciplinary
concepts.

Student Learning Objectives
Unit Objective:   Students will be able to read a variety of grade level materials and texts with fluency,
accuracy, and comprehension. (4 weeks)
Related Content:

● Teachers College Reading Units of Study
● Teachers College Curricular Calendar
● Teachers College Reading and Writing Project website
● Mentor texts on a variety of levels
● Grade Three leveled and genre-related texts
● National Geographic website and magazine
● Time for Kids online website
● Readworks website
● Reading A-Z and RAZ kids website
● Student and teacher generated organizational tools (charts)
● Various interactive websites (Ex: visual or audio texts)
● Technology (varied by teacher)

Code # Progress Indicators for Reading
RL 3.1 Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text, referring explicitly to

the text as the basis for the answers.
RL 3.2 Recount stories, including fables, folktales, and myths from diverse cultures; determine

the central message, lesson, or moral and explain how it is conveyed through key details in
the text.

RL 3.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, distinguishing
literal from nonliteral language.
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RL 3.7 Refer to parts of stories, dramas, and poems when writing or speaking about a text, using
terms such as chapter, scene, and stanza; describe how each successive part builds on
earlier sections

RL 3.10 By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature, including stories, dramas, and
poetry, at the high end of the grades 2-3 text complexity band independently and
proficiently.

RF 3.4a.-d Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support comprehension.
a. Read grade-level text with purpose and understanding
b. Read grade-level prose and poetry orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and

expression on successive readings.
c. Use context to confirm or self-correct word recognition and understanding,

rereading as necessary.
SL 3.1a.-d Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and

teacher-led) with diverse partners on  grade 3 topics and texts , building on others' ideas and
expressing their own clearly.

a. Come to discussions prepared; having read or studied required material; explicitly
draw on that preparation and other information known about the topic to explore
ideas under discussion.

b. Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions (e.g., gaining the floor in respectful
ways, listening to others with care, speaking one at a time about the topics and
texts under discussion).

c. Ask questions to check understanding of information presented, stay on topic, and
link their comments to the remarks of others.

d. Explain their ideas and understanding in light of the discussion.
SL 3.2 Determine the main ideas and supporting details of a text read aloud or information

presented in diverse media and formats, including visually, quantitatively, and orally.
SL 3.3 Ask and answer questions about information from a speaker, offering appropriate

elaboration and detail.
SL 3.4 Report on a topic or text, tell a story, or recount an experience with appropriate facts and

relevant, descriptive details, speaking clearly at an understandable pace.
SL 3.5 Create engaging audio recordings of stories or poems that demonstrate fluid reading at an

understandable pace; add visual displays when appropriate to emphasize or enhance certain
facts or details.

SL 3.6 Speak in complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation in order to provide
requested detail or clarification.

Unit Essential Questions
● How do readers figure out words they do not

know?

Unit Enduring Understandings
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● How do readers use details from the text to
answer questions about the text?

● How do readers use comprehension
strategies to understand text?

● How does fluency and accuracy affect
comprehension?

● How do readers discuss text?

● Readers use language structure and context clues
to identify the intended meaning of words and
phrases as they are used in text.

● Readers understand that words powerfully affect
meaning and that words are made of sounds and
word parts.

● Fluent readers group words quickly to help them
to gain meaning from what they read.

● Strategic readers can develop, select and apply
strategies to enhance their comprehension.

● Good readers will validate their opinions and
arguments by providing evidence from the text to
support their ideas.

Unit Learning Targets Students
will:

● Read and understand grade level appropriate fictional text independently and proficiently
(independent reading by students and subsequent teacher student conferences)

● Comprehend text using comprehension skills/strategies and refer explicitly to the text as the basis
for answers (teacher read alouds, whole group/group discussions, peer conversation )

● Determine the main idea/central message of the text.
● Recount key details and explain how they support the main idea.
● Analyze unknown words by using phonetics, decoding skills, context clues and word relationships

(Model through teacher read aloud using authentic examples, classroom discussion:  whole group,
small group, anchor charts, student notes).

● Decode words with common prefixes, derivational suffixes, common Latin suffixes (Model
through teacher read aloud using authentic examples, classroom discussion:  whole group, small
group, anchor charts, post-its).

● Decode multisyllabic words and irregularly spelled words (Model through teacher read aloud using
authentic examples, classroom discussion:  whole group, small group, anchor charts, post-its).

● Use information gained from illustrations to improve comprehension (teacher read alouds,
independent leveled reading by students, literature circles, whole group/small group discussions,
graphic organizers).

● Distinguish between literal and nonliteral language (explicit instruction about literal and nonliteral
language including authentic examples of author’s use of literal and nonliteral language).

● Read grade-level text with accuracy, appropriate rate and expression (Independent reading by
students and subsequent teacher student conferences).

● Engage in collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups and teacher-led) building on others’
ideas and expressing their own clearly.

● Ask questions to check understanding of information presented, stay on topic, and link their
comments to the remarks of others (classroom discussion:  whole group, small group, turn and
talk).

● Speak in complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation in order to provide requested
detail or clarification (classroom discussion:  whole group, small group, turn and talk).

Evidence of Learning
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Summative Assessment:
Assess through:  oral and written critique, class discussion, tests, quizzes, comprehension questions, and
class work.

● Reading Level Assessments (M or above).
● Grade level appropriate district and state benchmark assessments as indicated.

Formative Assessments
Teacher observation of: student engagement,
small-group activities, post-it notes, reader’s notebook,
reading logs

● Reading Level Assessments (M or  above).
Benchmark and Alternate Assessments

● TC reading levels assessment
● Fundations Assessments
● I-Ready
● Reading AtoZ

Lesson Plan  & Pacing Guide

Lesson Timeframe
Making Reading Lives-Creating Reading
Resolutions, Finding Just-Right Books, Reading
Faster, Stronger, Longer, And Awakening
Ourselves To Text 1 week
Making Texts Matter-Holding Tight To Meaning,
Building Relationships With Books, Creating A
Buzz About Books And Choosing Texts That Matter

2 weeks
Bringing Together Reading Lives, Texts That
Matter And Partners 1 week
Teacher Notes:
Grade 3 is a pivotal year for students to build their word analysis skills so that they are reliably able to make
sense of multisyllabic words in books. (RF.3.3) In addition, reading fluency assessments administered at the
start of the year should be used to determine a student’s fluency level. Students who have not yet achieved
grade-level fluency and students learning English will need direct fluency instruction.

Curriculum Development Resources
● Teachers  College Units of Study: “Building a Reading Life”

● Teachers College Reading and Writing Project website
● Teachers College Curricular Calendar
● ELA New Jersey Student Learning Standards
● NJSLA Practice Tests
● Fundations
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Unit II Overview
Content Area:  Reader’s Workshop
Unit Title:  Literature – “Following Characters into Meaning: Envision, Predict,

Synthesize, and Infer”
Target Course/Grade Level:  Third Grade
Unit Summary: In this unit, students learn to read fluently and accurately at his/her level, to use precise 

language when describing characters, to express ideas about characters and build on others
through discussion, to describe how characters change over the course of a story, and to determine the
central message based on details.

Students will be exposed to grade-level texts of appropriate complexity in this unit. They will be expected
to read five to nine short texts and one extended text from across the curriculum. Selections would include
short texts from across the curriculum of sufficient complexity for close reading that would allow students
to draw evidence from the texts and present their analyses in writing as well as through speaking.
Educators can create coherence within the curriculum by focusing instruction on similar standards and
skills across multiple genres, and choosing texts that build on background knowledge needed to read and
comprehend other texts students will study. Literature selections may include adventure stories, folktales,
legends, fables, fantasy, realistic fiction, and drama with a special emphasis on myth, as well as nursery
rhymes, narrative poems, limericks, and free verse.
Unit Rationale:  English Language Arts instruction demands that standards be addressed at many levels
and in many units throughout a grade level. In this unit, students will need to learn a strategy or skill, and
apply it in varying circumstances and within varying levels of text complexity while reading several
fictional texts. Sometimes the skill is applied orally and then in writing, but in this particular unit, there
should be many opportunities for students to acquire higher-level thinking skills early on in the year. The
following learning objectives will address the level and expectation that students should meet while
reading multiple literature selections.
Interdisciplinary Content

Social Studies:

6.1.5.CivicsPD.3: Explain how and why it is important that people from diverse cultures
collaborate to find solutions to community, state, national, and global challenges.

6.1.5.CivicsCM.1: Use a variety of sources to describe the characteristics exhibited by real and
fictional people that contribute(d) to the well-being of their community and country.

6.1.5.EconET.1: Identify positive and negative incentives that influence the decisions people
make.

N.J.S.A.18.A.52:16A-88 Amistad Law & N.J.S.A.18.A:35-28 Holocaust Law Read Aloud and
Shared Reading Resources:

● McKissak, P.C., Stankley, S. (2018). Amistad: The Story of a Slave Ship: A short story.

● Charles, T. (2020). All Because You Matter
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● Levine, E., & Nelson, K. (2007). Henry's freedom box. New York: Scholastic Press.

Career Readiness, Life Literacies, & Key Skills:

9.4.5.CI.3: Participate in a brainstorming session with individuals with diverse perspectives to
expand one’s thinking about a topic of curiosity (e.g., 8.2.5.ED.2, 1.5.5.CR1a).

Student Learning Objectives
Unit Objective:   Students will be to deepen their comprehension; especially while learning about
characters, forming new ideas about characters, and comparing and contrasting characters across variety of
texts.  Students will complete a research project by integrating knowledge from sources when composing.
(6 weeks)

Related Content:
● Teachers College Curricular Calendar & Units of Study
● Teachers College Reading and Writing Project website
● Mentor texts on a variety of levels
● Grade 3 leveled and genre-related texts
● National Geographic website and magazine
● Time for Kids online website
● Readworks website
● Reading A-Z and RAZ kids website
● Student and teacher generated organizational tools (charts)
● Various interactive websites (Ex: visual or audio texts)
● Technology (varied by teacher)

Code # Progress Indicators for Reading
RL 3.1 Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text, referring explicitly to

the text as the basis for the answers.
RL 3.2 Recount stories, including fables, folktales, and myths from diverse cultures; determine

the central message, lesson, or moral and explain how it is conveyed through key details in
the text.

RL 3.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, distinguishing
literal from nonliteral language.

RL 3.7 Refer to parts of stories, dramas, and poems when writing or speaking about a text, using
terms such as chapter, scene, and stanza; describe how each successive part builds on
earlier sections

RL 3.10 By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature, including stories, dramas, and
poetry, at the high end of the grades 2-3 text complexity band independently and
proficiently.
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RF 3.4a.-d Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support comprehension.
a. Read grade-level text with purpose and understanding.
b. Read grade-level prose and poetry orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and

expression on successive readings.
c. Use context to confirm or self-correct word recognition and understanding,

rereading as necessary.

SL 3.1a.-d Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and
teacher-led) with diverse partners on  grade 3 topics and texts , building on others' ideas and
expressing their own clearly.

a. Come to discussions prepared; having read or studied required material; explicitly
draw on that preparation and other information known about the topic to explore
ideas under discussion.

b. Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions (e.g., gaining the floor in respectful
ways, listening to others with care, speaking one at a time about the topics and
texts under discussion).

c. Ask questions to check understanding of information presented, stay on topic, and
link their comments to the remarks of others.

d. Explain their ideas and understanding in light of the discussion.
SL 3.2 Determine the main ideas and supporting details of a text read aloud or information

presented in diverse media and formats, including visually, quantitatively, and orally.
SL 3.3 Ask and answer questions about information from a speaker, offering appropriate

elaboration and detail.
SL 3.4 Report on a topic or text, tell a story, or recount an experience with appropriate facts and

relevant, descriptive details, speaking clearly at an understandable pace.
SL 3.5 Create engaging audio recordings of stories or poems that demonstrate fluid reading at an

understandable pace; add visual displays when appropriate to emphasize or enhance certain
facts or details.

SL 3.6 Speak in complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation in order to provide
requested detail or clarification.
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Unit Essential Questions

● How do readers figure out words they do
not know?

● How do readers use details from the text to
answer questions about the text?

● How do readers use comprehension
strategies to understand text?

● How does fluency and accuracy affect
comprehension?

● How do readers discuss text?

Unit Enduring Understandings
● Readers use language structure and context clues

to identify the intended meaning of words and
phrases as they are used in text.

● Readers understand that words powerfully affect
meaning and that words are made of sounds and
word parts.

● Fluent readers group words quickly to help them
to gain meaning from what they read.

● Strategic readers can develop, select and apply
strategies to enhance their comprehension.

● Good readers will validate their opinions and
arguments by providing evidence from the text to
support their ideas.

Unit Learning Targets

Students will:
● Read and understand grade level appropriate fictional text independently and proficiently

(independent reading by students and subsequent teacher student conferences)
● Comprehend multiple texts using comprehension skills/strategies and refer explicitly to the text as

the basis for answers (teacher read alouds, whole group/group discussions, peer conversation )
● Distinguish between literal and nonliteral language (explicit instruction about literal and nonliteral

language including authentic examples of author’s use of literal and nonliteral language).
● Describe characters in a story and explain how their actions contribute to the sequence of events

(teacher read alouds, literature circles, whole group/small group discussions, graphic organizers).
● Distinguish their own point of view from that of the narrator, those of the characters or that of the

author (teacher read alouds, literature circles, whole group/small group discussions, graphic
organizers).

● Analyze unknown words by using phonetics, decoding skills, context clues and word relationships
(Model through teacher read aloud using authentic examples, classroom discussion:  whole group,
small group, anchor charts, student notes).

● Decode words with common prefixes, derivational suffixes, common Latin suffixes (Model
through teacher read aloud using authentic examples, classroom discussion:  whole group, small
group, anchor charts, post-its).

● Decode multisyllabic words and irregularly spelled words (Model through teacher read aloud using
authentic examples, classroom discussion:  whole group, small group, anchor charts, post-its).

● Use information gained from illustrations to improve comprehension (teacher read alouds,
independent leveled reading by students, literature circles, whole group/small group discussions,
graphic organizers).

● Distinguish between literal and nonliteral language (explicit instruction about literal and nonliteral
language including authentic examples of author’s use of literal and nonliteral language).

● Read grade-level text with accuracy, appropriate rate and expression (Independent reading by
students and subsequent teacher student conferences).
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● Engage in collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups and teacher-led) building on others’
ideas and expressing their own clearly.

● Ask questions to check understanding of information presented, stay on topic, and link their
comments to the remarks of others (classroom discussion:  whole group, small group, turn and
talk).

● Speak in complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation in order to provide requested
detail or clarification (classroom discussion:  whole group, small group, turn and talk).

Evidence of Learning

Summative Assessment:
Assess through: oral and written critique, class discussion, tests, quizzes, comprehension questions, and
class work.

● Reading Level Assessments (N or above).
● Grade level appropriate district and state benchmark assessments as indicated.
● Presentation rubric

Formative Assessments
Teacher observation of: student engagement,
small-group activities, post-it notes, reader’s notebook,
reading logs

● Reading Level Assessments (N or above)

Benchmark and Alternate Assessments
● TC reading levels assessment
● Fundations Assessments
● I-Ready
● Reading AtoZ

Lesson Plan  & Pacing Guide
Lesson Timeframe  6 weeks

Walking in a Characters Shoes, “Envisionment,”
and Prediction 2 weeks
Building Theories about Characters 2 weeks
Growing and Learning Lessons Alongside
Characters 2 weeks
Teacher Notes:
Grade 3 is a pivotal year for students to build their word analysis skills so that they are reliably able to
make sense of multisyllabic words in books. (RF.3.3) In addition, reading fluency assessments
administered at the start of the year should be used to determine a student’s fluency level. Students who
have not yet achieved grade-level fluency and students learning English will need direct fluency
instruction.
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Curriculum Development Resources

● Teachers College Unit of Study: “Following Characters into Meaning: Envision, Predict,
Synthesize, and Infer”

● Teachers College Reading and Writing Project website
● Teachers College Curricular Calendar
● ELA New Jersey Student Learning Standards
● NJSLA Practice Tests
● Fundations
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Unit III Overview
Content Area:  Reader’s Workshop
Unit Title:  Informational – “Navigating Nonfiction- Expository Texts”
Target Course/Grade Level:  Third Grade
Unit Summary: In this unit, students learn to determine the main idea of a text and recount key details 
and explain how to support the main idea, report on a topic or text with appropriate facts and relevant
details.

Students will be exposed to grade-level texts of appropriate complexity in this unit. They will be expected
to read five to nine short texts and one extended text from across the curriculum. Selections would include
short texts from across the curriculum of sufficient complexity for close reading that would allow students
to draw evidence from the texts and present their analyses in writing as well as through speaking.
Educators can create coherence within the curriculum by focusing instruction on similar standards and
skills across multiple genres, and choosing texts that build on background knowledge needed to read and
comprehend other texts students will study. Informational selections may include biographies and
autobiographies; books about history, social studies, science (weather patterns, climate change) and the
arts; technical texts including directions, forms, and information displayed in graphs, charts, maps; and
digital sources on a range of topics written for a broad audience.

Unit Rationale:  English Language Arts instruction demands that standards be addressed at many levels
and in many units throughout a grade level. In this unit, students will need to learn a strategy or skill, and
apply it in varying circumstances and within varying levels of text complexity while reading several
informational texts. Sometimes the skill is applied orally and then in writing, but in this particular unit,
there should be many opportunities for students to acquire higher-level critical thinking skills. The
following learning objectives will address the level and expectation that students should meet while
reading multiple informational selections. 
Interdisciplinary Content

Social Studies:

6.1.5.CivicsPD.3: Explain how and why it is important that people from diverse cultures
collaborate to find solutions to community, state, national, and global challenges.

6.1.5.CivicsHR.2: Research and cite evidence for how the actions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
and other historical civil rights leaders served as catalysts for social change, inspiring social
activism in subsequent generations.

Science:

3-ESS2-1 Represent data in tables and graphical displays to describe typical weather conditions
expected during a particular season.

3-ESS2-2 Obtain and combine information to describe climates in different regions of the world.
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Career Readiness, Life Literacies & Key Skills:

9.4.5.CI.1: Use appropriate communication technologies to collaborate with individuals with
diverse perspectives about a local and/or global climate change issue and deliberate about
possible solutions (e.g., W.4.6, 3.MD.B.3,7.1.NM.IPERS.6).

Computer Science and Design Thinking:

8.1.2.DA.1: Collect and present data, including climate change data, in various visual formats.
Climate Change Resources for Read Aloud and Shared Reading:

● Le, K. (2018). The Lonely Polar Bear.
● Bradman, T. (2012). Under The Weather: Short Stories About Climate Change

N.J.S.A.18.A.52:16A-88 Amistad Law & N.J.S.A.18.A:35-28 Holocaust Law Read Aloud and
Shared Reading Resources:

● Cole, Henry. (2012). Unspoken. New York, NY: Scholastic Publishers.
● Chung, A. (2019). Mixed: A colorful story. New York, NY: Scholastic.

Student Learning Objectives
Unit Objective:   Students will be able to determine the importance of text, find main ideas and
supportive details in text; question and talk back to the text; figure out and use new domain - specific
vocabulary; synthesize and grow new ideas; and apply analytical thinking skills to compare and contrast,
rank or categorize. (6 weeks)
Related Content:

● Teachers College Reading Units of Study
● Teachers College Curricular Calendar
● Teachers College Reading and Writing Project website
● Mentor texts on a variety of levels
● Grade 3 leveled and genre-related texts
● National Geographic website and magazine
● Time for Kids online website
● Readworks website
● Reading A-Z and RAZ kids’ website
● Student and teacher generated organizational tools (charts)
● Various interactive websites (Ex: visual or audio texts)
● Technology (varies by teacher)

Code # Progress Indicators for Reading
RI. 3.1 Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text, referring explicitly to

the text as the basis for the answers.
RI. 3.2 Determine the main idea of a text; recount the key details and explain how they support

the main idea.
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RI. 3.3 Describe the relationship between a series of historical events, scientific ideas or concepts,
or steps in technical procedures in a text, using language that pertains to time, sequence,
and cause/effect.

RI. 3.4 Determine the meaning of general academic and domain-specific words and phrases in a
text relevant to a  grade 3 topic or subject area .

RI. 3.5 Use text features and search tools (e.g., key words, sidebars, hyperlinks) to locate
information relevant to a given topic efficiently.

RI. 3.6 Distinguish their own point of view from that of the author of a text.
RI. 3.7 Use information gained from illustrations (e.g., maps, photographs) and the words in a text

to demonstrate understanding of the text (e.g., where, when, why, and how key events
occur).

RI. 3.8 Describe the logical connection between particular sentences and paragraphs in a text
(e.g., comparison, cause/effect, first/second/third in a sequence).

RI. 3.9 Compare and contrast the most important points and key details presented in two texts on
the same topic.

RI. 3.10 By the end of the year, read and comprehend informational texts, including history/social
studies, science, and technical texts, at the high end of the grades 2-3 text complexity band
independently and proficiently.

RF 3.4a.-d Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support comprehension.
a. Read grade-level text with purpose and understanding.
b. Read grade-level prose and poetry orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and

expression on successive readings.
c. Use context to confirm or self-correct word recognition and understanding,

rereading as necessary.
SL 3.1a.-d Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and

teacher-led) with diverse partners on  grade 3 topics and texts , building on others' ideas and
expressing their own clearly.

a. Come to discussions prepared; having read or studied required material; explicitly
draw on that preparation and other information known about the topic to explore
ideas under discussion.

b. Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions (e.g., gaining the floor in respectful
ways, listening to others with care, speaking one at a time about the topics and
texts under discussion).

c. Ask questions to check understanding of information presented, stay on topic, and
link their comments to the remarks of others.

d. Explain their ideas and understanding in light of the discussion.
SL 3.2 Determine the main ideas and supporting details of a text read aloud or information

presented in diverse media and formats, including visually, quantitatively, and orally.

SL 3.3 Ask and answer questions about information from a speaker, offering appropriate
elaboration and detail.
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SL 3.4 Report on a topic or text, tell a story, or recount an experience with appropriate facts and
relevant, descriptive details, speaking clearly at an understandable pace.

SL 3.5 Create engaging audio recordings of stories or poems that demonstrate fluid reading at an
understandable pace; add visual displays when appropriate to emphasize or enhance certain
facts or details.

SL 3.6 Speak in complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation in order to provide
requested detail or clarification.

Unit Essential Questions

● How do readers figure out words they do
not know?

● How do readers use information from the
text to answer questions about the text?

● How do readers use comprehension
strategies to understand text?

● How does fluency and accuracy affect
comprehension?

● How do readers discuss text?

Unit Enduring Understandings
● Readers use language structure and context clues

to identify the intended meaning of words and
phrases as they are used in text.

● Readers understand that words powerfully affect
meaning and that words are made of sounds and
word parts.

● Fluent readers group words quickly to help them
to gain meaning from what they read.

● Strategic readers can develop, select and apply
strategies to enhance their comprehension.

● Good readers will validate their opinions and
arguments by providing evidence from the text to
support their ideas.
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Unit Learning Targets Students
will:

● Read and understand grade level appropriate informational text independently and proficiently
(independent reading by students and subsequent teacher student conferences)

● Comprehend text using comprehension skills/strategies and refer explicitly to the text as the basis
for answers (teacher read alouds, whole group/group discussions, peer conversation )

● Determine the main idea/central message of the text.
● Recount key details and explain how they support the main idea.
● Analyze unknown words by using phonetics, decoding skills, context clues and word relationships

(Model through teacher read aloud using authentic examples, classroom discussion:  whole group,
small group, anchor charts, student notes).

● Use text features, key words, sidebars, hyperlinks to locate information relevant to a given topic
efficiently

● Decode words with common prefixes, derivational suffixes, common Latin suffixes (Model
through teacher read aloud using authentic examples, classroom discussion:  whole group, small
group, anchor charts, post-its).

● Decode multisyllabic words and irregularly spelled words (Model through teacher read aloud
using authentic examples, classroom discussion:  whole group, small group, anchor charts,
post-its).

● Use information gained from illustrations to improve comprehension (teacher read alouds,
independent leveled reading by students, literature circles, whole group/small group discussions,
graphic organizers).

● Distinguish between literal and nonliteral language (explicit instruction about literal and nonliteral
language including authentic examples of author’s use of literal and nonliteral language).

● Read grade-level text with accuracy, appropriate rate and expression (Independent reading by
students and subsequent teacher student conferences).

● Engage in collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups and teacher-led) building on others’
ideas and expressing their own clearly.

● Ask questions to check understanding of information presented, stay on topic, and link their
comments to the remarks of others (classroom discussion:  whole group, small group, turn and
talk).

● Speak in complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation in order to provide requested
detail or clarification (classroom discussion:  whole group, small group, turn and talk).

● Report orally on a topic or text, tell a story, or recount an experience with appropriate facts and
relevant, descriptive details, speaking clearly at an understandable pace.

Evidence of Learning
Summative Assessment:
Assess through: oral and written critique, class discussion, tests, quizzes, comprehension questions, and
class work.

● Reading Level Assessments (O or above).
● Grade level appropriate district and state benchmark assessments as indicated.
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Formative Assessments
Teacher observation of:  student engagement,
small-group activities, post-it notes, reader’s
notebook, reading logs

Benchmark and Alternate Assessments
● TC reading levels assessment
● Fundations Assessments
● I-Ready
● Reading AtoZ

Lesson Plan & Pacing Guide
Lesson Timeframe 6 weeks

Introducing Readers to Expository Nonfiction –
Key ideas and Details 1 week
Responding to the Text with Reactions and
Questions, and Reading on to Draw Conclusions 1 week
Learning New Vocabulary and Speaking Like an
Expert 2 weeks
Reading a nonfiction text set critically and
analytically 2 weeks
Teacher Notes:
Grade 3 is a pivotal year for students to build their word analysis skills so that they are reliably able to
make sense of multisyllabic words in books. (RF.3.3) In addition, reading fluency assessments
administered at the start of the year should be used to determine a student’s fluency level. Students who
have not yet achieved grade-level fluency and students learning English will need direct fluency
instruction.
Curriculum Development Resources

● Teachers  College Units of Study: “Navigating Nonfiction- Expository Texts”
● Teachers College Reading and Writing Project website
● Teachers College Curricular Calendar
● ELA New Jersey Student Learning Standards
● New Jersey Climate Change Resources
● NJSLA Practice Tests
● Fundations
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Unit IV Overview
 Unit Title:  Literature – “Biography Book Clubs”
Content Area: Reader’s Workshop
Target Course/Grade Level:  Third Grade
Unit Summary: In this unit students will become biography readers.  They will bring forward all they 
know about reading stories, follow a life story, grasp and grow ideas, and know a biography is one form of
narrative nonfiction.

Students will be exposed to grade-level texts of appropriate complexity in this unit. They will be expected to
read five to nine short texts and one extended text from across the curriculum. Selections would include
short texts from across the curriculum of sufficient complexity for close reading that would allow students to
draw evidence from the texts and present their analyses in writing as well as through speaking. Educators
can create coherence within the curriculum by focusing instruction on similar standards and skills across
multiple genres, and choosing texts that build on background knowledge needed to read and comprehend
other texts students will study.  Students will read and analyze biographical accounts.
Unit Rationale:  English Language Arts instruction demands that standards be addressed at many levels and
in many units throughout a grade level. In this unit, students will need to learn a strategy or skill, and apply
it in varying circumstances and within varying levels of text complexity while reading several biographical
texts. Sometimes the skill is applied orally and then in writing, but in this particular unit, there should be
many opportunities for students to acquire higher-level critical thinking skills. The following learning
objectives will address the level and expectation that students should meet while reading multiple
biographical selections.
Interdisciplinary Content

Social Studies:

6.1.5.CivicsPD.3: Explain how and why it is important that people from diverse cultures collaborate
to find solutions to community, state, national, and global challenges.

6.1.5.CivicsHR.2: Research and cite evidence for how the actions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and
other historical civil rights leaders served as catalysts for social change, inspiring social activism in
subsequent generations.

N.J.S.A.18.A.52:16A-88 Amistad Law & N.J.S.A.18.A:35-28 Holocaust Law Resources:

● Shetterly, M. L., & Smit, J. (2017). Hidden figures. New York, NY: Harper Collins.
● Hubbard, R. L. (2020). The Oldest Student: How Mary Walker Learned How to Read. New

York, NY: Schwartz & Wade
Career Readiness, Life Literacies, & Key Skills:

9.4.5.CI.1: Use appropriate communication technologies to collaborate with individuals with
diverse perspectives about a local and/or global climate change issue and deliberate about possible
solutions (e.g., W.4.6, 3.MD.B.3,7.1.NM.IPERS.6).
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Read Aloud and Shared Reading Resources for Climate Change:

● Bradman, T. (2012). Under The Weather: Short Stories About Climate Change

Student Learning Objectives
Unit Objective: Students will be able to  use story grammar to determine importance, to synthesize,
and to analyze critically across long stretches of text, ultimately growing theories within and across
biographical accounts and other types of narrative nonfiction texts. Students will complete a research
project by integrating knowledge from sources when composing. (6 weeks)
Related Content:

● Teachers College Reading Units of Study
● Teachers College Curricular Calendar
● Teachers College Reading and Writing Project website
● Mentor texts on a variety of levels
● Grade 3 leveled and genre-related texts
● National Geographic website and magazine
● Time for Kids online website
● Readworks website
● Reading A-Z and RAZ kids website
● Student and teacher generated organizational tools (charts)
● Various interactive websites (Ex: visual or audio texts)
● Technology (varied by teacher)

Code # Progress Indicators for Reading
RI. 3.1 Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text, referring explicitly to

the text as the basis for the answers.
RI. 3.2 Determine the main idea of a text; recount the key details and explain how they support

the main idea.
RI. 3.3 Describe the relationship between a series of historical events, scientific ideas or

concepts, or steps in technical procedures in a text, using language that pertains to time,
sequence, and cause/effect.

RI. 3.4 Determine the meaning of general academic and domain-specific words and phrases in a
text relevant to a  grade 3 topic or subject area .

RI. 3.5 Use text features and search tools (e.g., key words, sidebars, hyperlinks) to locate
information relevant to a given topic efficiently.

RI. 3.6 Distinguish their own point of view from that of the author of a text.
RI. 3.7 Use information gained from illustrations (e.g., maps, photographs) and the words in a

text to demonstrate understanding of the text (e.g., where, when, why, and how key
events occur).

RI. 3.8 Describe the logical connection between particular sentences and paragraphs in a text
(e.g., comparison, cause/effect, first/second/third in a sequence).

RI. 3.9 Compare and contrast the most important points and key details presented in two texts on
the same topic.
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RI. 3.10 By the end of the year, read and comprehend informational texts, including history/social
studies, science, and technical texts, at the high end of the grades 2-3 text complexity
band independently and proficiently.

RF 3.4a.-d Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support comprehension.
a. Read grade-level text with purpose and understanding.
b. Read grade-level prose and poetry orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and

expression on successive readings.
c. Use context to confirm or self-correct word recognition and understanding,

rereading as necessary.
SL 3.1a.-d Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and

teacher-led) with diverse partners on  grade 3 topics and texts , building on others' ideas
and expressing their own clearly.

a. Come to discussions prepared; having read or studied required material;
explicitly draw on that preparation and other information known about the topic
to explore ideas under discussion.

b. Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions (e.g., gaining the floor in respectful
ways, listening to others with care, speaking one at a time about the topics and
texts under discussion).

c. Ask questions to check understanding of information presented, stay on topic,
and link their comments to the remarks of others.

d. Explain their ideas and understanding in light of the discussion.
SL 3.2 Determine the main ideas and supporting details of a text read aloud or information

presented in diverse media and formats, including visually, quantitatively, and orally.
SL 3.3 Ask and answer questions about information from a speaker, offering appropriate

elaboration and detail.
SL 3.4 Report on a topic or text, tell a story, or recount an experience with appropriate facts and

relevant, descriptive details, speaking clearly at an understandable pace.

SL 3.5 Create engaging audio recordings of stories or poems that demonstrate fluid reading at an
understandable pace; add visual displays when appropriate to emphasize or enhance
certain facts or details.

SL 3.6 Speak in complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation in order to provide
requested detail or clarification.
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Unit Essential Questions

● How do readers figure out words they do not
know?

● How do readers use information from the
text to answer questions about the text?

● How do readers use comprehension
strategies to understand text?

● How does fluency and accuracy affect
comprehension?

● How do readers discuss text?

Unit Enduring Understandings
● Readers use language structure and context clues

to identify the intended meaning of words and
phrases as they are used in text.

● Readers understand that words powerfully affect
meaning and that words are made of sounds and
word parts.

● Fluent readers group words quickly to help them
to gain meaning from what they read.

● Strategic readers can develop, select and apply
strategies to enhance their comprehension.

● Good readers will validate their opinions and
arguments by providing evidence from the text to
support their ideas.

Unit Learning Targets Students
will:

● Read and understand grade level appropriate informational text independently and proficiently
(independent reading by students and subsequent teacher student conferences)

● Comprehend multiple texts using comprehension skills/strategies and refer explicitly to the text as
the basis for answers (teacher read alouds, whole group/group discussions, peer conversation )

● Distinguish between literal and nonliteral language (explicit instruction about literal and nonliteral
language including authentic examples of author’s use of literal and nonliteral language).

● Distinguish their own point of view from that of the narrator, those of the biographical character, or
that of the author (teacher read alouds, literature circles, whole group/small group discussions,
graphic organizers).

● Compare and contrast the themes, settings and plots of biographies written by the same author in
literature and important key details presented in two texts on the same topic in informational text.

● Compare and contrast the biographical characters in various selections cross-curriculum.
● Create a broader interpretation of the text such as “what essential message can I learn from my

character” and “what messages can I learn from the choices the character made?”
● Analyze unknown words by using phonetics, decoding skills, context clues and word relationships

(Model through teacher read aloud using authentic examples, classroom discussion:  whole group,
small group, anchor charts, student notes).

● Decode words with common prefixes, derivational suffixes, common Latin suffixes (Model through
teacher read aloud using authentic examples, classroom discussion:  whole group, small group,
anchor charts, post-its).

● Decode multi-syllable words and irregularly spelled words (Model through teacher read aloud using
authentic examples, classroom discussion:  whole group, small group, anchor charts, post-its).
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● Use information gained from illustrations to improve comprehension (teacher read alouds,
independent leveled reading by students, literature circles, whole group/small group discussions,
graphic organizers).

● Distinguish between literal and nonliteral language (explicit instruction about literal and nonliteral
language including authentic examples of author’s use of literal and nonliteral language).

● Read grade-level text with accuracy, appropriate rate and expression (Independent reading by
students and subsequent teacher student conferences).

● Engage in collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups and teacher-led) building on others’ ideas
and expressing their own clearly.

● Ask questions to check understanding of information presented, stay on topic, and link their
comments to the remarks of others (classroom discussion:  whole group, small group, turn and talk).

● Speak in complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation in order to provide requested
detail or clarification (classroom discussion:  whole group, small group, turn and talk).

Evidence of Learning
Summative Assessment:
Assess through: oral and written critique, class discussion, tests, quizzes, comprehension questions, and class
work.

● Reading Level Assessments (P or above).
● Grade level appropriate district and state benchmark assessments as indicated.
● Presentation rubric

Formative Assessments
Teacher observation of: student engagement,
small-group activities, post-it notes, reader’s notebook,
reading logs

● Reading Level Assessments  (P or above).

Benchmark and Alternate Assessments
● TC reading levels assessment
● Fundations Assessments
● I-Ready
● Reading AtoZ

Lesson Plan & Pacing Guide
Lesson Timeframe 6 weeks

Biography Readers Bring Forward All We Know
about Reading Stories 2 weeks
Biography Readers not only Follow a Life Story,
We also Learn to Grasp and Grow Ideas 2 weeks
Readers Know that Biography is but One Form of
Narrative Nonfiction 2 weeks
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Teacher Notes:
Grade 3 is a pivotal year for students to build their word analysis skills so that they are reliably able to
make sense of multisyllabic words in books. (RF.3.3) In addition, reading fluency assessments
administered at the start of the year should be used to determine a student’s fluency level. Students who
have not yet achieved grade-level fluency and students learning English will need direct fluency
instruction.
Curriculum Development Resources

● Teachers College Unit of Study: “Biography Book Clubs”
● Teachers College Curricular Calendar
● Teachers College Reading and Writing Project website
● ELA New Jersey Student Learning Standards
● Biographies of Multicultural Historical Figures  (Media Center resources)
● NJSLA Practice Tests
● Fundations
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Unit V Overview
Content Area:  Reader’s Workshop
Unit Title:  Informational – “Informational Reading: Reading, Research, & Writing in the Content Areas”
Target Course/Grade Level:  Third Grade
Unit Summary: In the previous nonfiction units, students devoured high interest nonfiction, built 
nonfiction reading lives and strengthens foundational skills in fluency, stamina and word solving.  They also
learned that nonfiction takes a special kind of reading and began to pay close attention to the underlying
structures of texts in order to determine main ideas and key details.  Students worked to synthesize their
learning across pages and across books and to grow ideas.

In this unit, students will learn the research cycle. They will synthesize, analyze, explore essential questions
in subtopics, and share the knowledge gained with others. They will build on and extend that prior learning
about reading informational texts as they engage in reading nonfiction on a topic (in this case, different
countries) to learn all they can about that topic.
Unit Rationale:  English Language Arts instruction demands that standards be addressed at many levels and
in many units throughout a grade level. In this unit, students will need to learn a strategy or skill, and apply
it in varying circumstances and within varying levels of text complexity while reading several informational
texts. Sometimes the skill is applied orally and then in writing, but in this particular unit, there should be
many opportunities for students to acquire higher-level critical thinking skills. The following learning
objectives will address the level and expectation that students should meet while reading multiple
informational selections.
Interdisciplinary Content

Social Studies:

6.1.5.CivicsCM.1: Use a variety of sources to describe the characteristics exhibited by real and
fictional people that contribute(d) to the well-being of their community and country.

6.1.5.CivicsCM.3: Identify the types of behaviors that promote collaboration and problem solving
with others who have different perspectives.

Science:

3-ESS2-1 Represent data in tables and graphical displays to describe typical weather conditions
expected during a particular season.

3-ESS2-2 Obtain and combine information to describe climates in different regions of the world

Career Readiness, Life Literacies, & Key Skills:

9.4.5.CI.2: Investigate a persistent local or global issue, such as climate change, and collaborate
with individuals with diverse perspectives to improve upon current actions designed to address the
issue (e.g., 6.3.5.CivicsPD.3, W.5.7).

9.4.5.CT.1: Identify and gather relevant data that will aid in the problem-solving process (e.g.,
2.1.5.EH.4, 4-ESS3-1, 6.3.5.CivicsPD.2).
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9.4.5.CT.2: Identify a problem and list the types of individuals and resources (e.g., school,
community agencies, governmental, online) that can aid in solving the problem (e.g., 2.1.5.CHSS.1,
4-ESS3-1).

9.4.5.CT.3: Describe how digital tools and technology may be used to solve problems.

9.4.5.CT.4: Apply critical thinking and problem-solving strategies to different types of problems
such as personal, academic, community and global (e.g., 6.1.5.CivicsCM.3).

Computer Science & Design Thinking:

8.1.2.DA.1: Collect and present data, including climate change data, in various visual formats.

8.1.2.DA.1: Climate Change Resources:
● Herman, G. (2018). What is Climate Change? Scholastic.
● Cola, Joanna (2019). Magic School Bus and the Climate Challenge. Scholastic.

Student Learning Objectives
Unit Objective: Students will be able to read with purposeful intention, decide what information is most
important to hold onto, compare and contrast information from different texts and finally, learn how to
organize and synthesize their learning. Students will complete a research project by integrating knowledge
from sources when composing. (6 weeks)
Related Content:

● Teachers College Reading Units of Study
● Teachers College Curricular Calendar

● Teachers College Reading and Writing Project website
● Mentor texts on a variety of levels
● Grade 3 leveled and genre-related texts
● National Geographic website and magazine
● Time for Kids online website
● Readworks website
● Reading A-Z and RAZ kids website
● Student and teacher generated organizational tools (charts)
● Various interactive websites (Ex: visual or audio texts)
● Technology (varied by teacher)

Code # Progress Indicators for Reading
RI. 3.1 Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text, referring explicitly

to the text as the basis for the answers.
RI. 3.2 Determine the main idea of a text; recount the key details and explain how they

support the main idea.
RI. 3.3 Describe the relationship between a series of historical events, scientific ideas or

concepts, or steps in technical procedures in a text, using language that pertains to
time, sequence, and cause/effect.

RI. 3.4 Determine the meaning of general academic and domain-specific words and phrases in
a text relevant to a  grade 3 topic or subject area .
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RI. 3.5 Use text features and search tools (e.g., key words, sidebars, hyperlinks) to locate
information relevant to a given topic efficiently.

RI. 3.6 Distinguish their own point of view from that of the author of a text.
RI. 3.7 Use information gained from illustrations (e.g., maps, photographs) and the words in a

text to demonstrate understanding of the text (e.g., where, when, why, and how key
events occur).

RI. 3.8 Describe the logical connection between particular sentences and paragraphs in a text
(e.g., comparison, cause/effect, first/second/third in a sequence).

RI. 3.9 Compare and contrast the most important points and key details presented in two texts
on the same topic.

RI. 3.10 By the end of the year, read and comprehend informational texts, including
history/social studies, science, and technical texts, at the high end of the grades 2-3 text
complexity band independently and proficiently.

RF 3.4a.-d Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support comprehension.
a. Read grade-level text with purpose and understanding.
b. Read grade-level prose and poetry orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and

expression on successive readings.
c. Use context to confirm or self-correct word recognition and understanding,

rereading as necessary.

SL 3.1a.-d Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and
teacher-led) with diverse partners on  grade 3 topics and texts , building on others' ideas
and expressing their own clearly.

a. Come to discussions prepared; having read or studied required material;
explicitly draw on that preparation and other information known about the
topic to explore ideas under discussion.

b. Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions (e.g., gaining the floor in respectful
ways, listening to others with care, speaking one at a time about the topics and
texts under discussion).

c. Ask questions to check understanding of information presented, stay on topic,
and link their comments to the remarks of others.

d. Explain their ideas and understanding in light of the discussion.
SL 3.2 Determine the main ideas and supporting details of a text read aloud or information

presented in diverse media and formats, including visually, quantitatively, and orally.
SL 3.3 Ask and answer questions about information from a speaker, offering appropriate

elaboration and detail.
SL 3.4 Report on a topic or text, tell a story, or recount an experience with appropriate facts

and relevant, descriptive details, speaking clearly at an understandable pace.
SL 3.5 Create engaging audio recordings of stories or poems that demonstrate fluid reading at

an understandable pace; add visual displays when appropriate to emphasize or enhance
certain facts or details.

SL 3.6 Speak in complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation in order to provide
requested detail or clarification.
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Unit Essential Questions
● How do readers figure out words they do

not know?
● How do readers use information from the

text to answer questions about the text?
● How do readers use comprehension

strategies to understand text?
● How does fluency and accuracy affect

comprehension?
● How do readers discuss text?

Unit Enduring Understandings
● Readers use language structure and context

clues to identify the intended meaning of
words and phrases as they are used in text.

● Readers understand that words powerfully
affect meaning and that words are made of
sounds and word parts.

● Fluent readers group words quickly to help
them to gain meaning from what they read.

● Strategic readers can develop, select and
apply strategies to enhance their
comprehension.

● Good readers will validate their opinions and
arguments by providing evidence from the
text to support their ideas.

Unit Learning Targets Students
will:

● Researchers pick a research topic by using both their interests and available resources both text and
digital. They will gather information about their topic by creating a list of pertinent vocabulary.

● Analyze unknown words by using phonetics, decoding skills, context clues and word relationships
(Model through teacher read aloud using authentic examples, classroom discussion:  whole group,
small group, anchor charts, student notes).

● Researchers synthesize information by using words, text features and pictures and jotting notes as
they go.

● Decode words with common prefixes, derivational suffixes, common Latin suffixes (Model through
teacher read aloud using authentic examples, classroom discussion:  whole group, small group,
anchor charts, post-its).

● Decode multisyllabic words and irregularly spelled words (Model through teacher read aloud using
authentic examples, classroom discussion:  whole group, small group, anchor charts, post-its).

● Use information gained from illustrations to improve comprehension (teacher read alouds,
independent leveled reading by students, literature circles, whole group/small group discussions,
graphic organizers).

● Distinguish between literal and nonliteral language (explicit instruction about literal and nonliteral
language including authentic examples of author’s use of literal and nonliteral language).

● Read grade-level text with accuracy, appropriate rate and expression (Independent reading by
students and subsequent teacher student conferences).

● Engage in collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups and teacher-led) building on others’ ideas
and expressing their own clearly.

● Ask questions to check understanding of information presented, stay on topic, and link their
comments to the remarks of others (classroom discussion:  whole group, small group, turn and talk).

● Speak in complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation in order to provide requested
detail or clarification (classroom discussion:  whole group, small group, turn and talk).
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Evidence of Learning

Summative Assessment:
Assess through: oral and written critique, class discussion, tests, quizzes, comprehension questions, and class
work.

● Reading Level Assessments (Q or above).
● Grade level appropriate district and state benchmark assessments as indicated.
● Presentation Rubric

Formative Assessments
Teacher observation of: student engagement,
small-group activities, post-it notes, reader’s
notebook, reading logs

● Reading Level Assessments (Q or above).
Benchmark and Alternate Assessments

● TC reading levels assessment
● Fundations Assessments

I-Ready
Reading AtoZ

Lesson Plan  & Pacing Guide

Lesson
Timeframe

The Research Cycle:  Starting with Collecting, Vocabulary, and
Essential Questions
Becoming Specialists and Reading as
Researchers – Synthesizing, Analyzing, and
Exploring Essential questions in Subtopics
Presenting Knowledge to Others – Teaching Others with New
Knowledge Gained

3 weeks

3 weeks

1 week

Teacher Notes: Grade 3 is a pivotal year for students to build their word analysis skills so that they are
reliably able to make sense of multisyllabic words in books. (RF.3.3) In addition, reading fluency
assessments administered at the start of the year should be used to determine a student’s fluency level.
Students who have not yet achieved grade-level fluency and students learning English will need direct
fluency instruction.
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Curriculum Development Resources

● Teachers College Unit of Study: “Informational Reading: Reading, Research, & Writing in the
Content Areas”

● Teachers College Curricular Calendar
● Teachers College Reading and Writing Project website
● ELA New Jersey Student Learning Standards
● New Jersey Model Curriculum
● NJSLA Practice Tests
● Fundations
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WRITING UNITS: 1-5
Unit I Overview

Content Area:  Writer’s Workshop
Unit Title:  “Changing the World – Launching Work on Persuasive Speeches ”
Target Course/Grade Level:  Third Grade
Unit Summary: This unit has four parts, or bends. During each of the bends of the unit, you will 
encourage your students to write with stamina and rigor.  Writers are encouraged to transfer and apply what
they learn in the first portion of the unit to their later work, each time at higher levels of cognitive
challenge and with more independence.  The students will write opinions (persuasive) on topics or texts,
ensuring that they provide a point of view with reasons.
Unit Rationale: In Grade Three, students write with increasing sophistication to present the relationships
between ideas and information efficiently. Additionally, with guidance and support from adults they use
technology to produce and publish writing.
Interdisciplinary Content

Social Studies:

6.1.5.CivicsHR.2: Research and cite evidence for how the actions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
and other historical civil rights leaders served as catalysts for social change, inspiring social
activism in subsequent generations.

Career Readiness, Life Literacies, & Key Skills,

9.4.5.CT.1: Identify and gather relevant data that will aid in the problem-solving process (e.g.,
2.1.5.EH.4, 4-ESS3-1, 6.3.5.CivicsPD.2).

9.4.5.CT.2: Identify a problem and list the types of individuals and resources (e.g., school,
community agencies, governmental, online) that can aid in solving the problem (e.g.,
2.1.5.CHSS.1, 4-ESS3-1).

9.4.5.CI.1: Use appropriate communication technologies to collaborate with individuals with
diverse perspectives about a local and/or global climate change issue and deliberate about
possible solutions (e.g., W.4.6, 3.MD.B.3,7.1.NM.IPERS.6).

9.4.5.CI.2: Investigate a persistent local or global issue, such as climate change, and collaborate
with individuals with diverse perspectives to improve upon current actions designed to address
the issue (e.g., 6.3.5.CivicsPD.3, W.5.7).

9.4.5.DC.8: Propose ways local and global communities can engage digitally to participate in and
promote climate action (e.g., 6.3.5.GeoHE.1).
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9.4.5.IML.6: Use appropriate sources of information from diverse sources, contexts, disciplines,
and cultures to answer questions (e.g., RI.5.7, 6.1.5.HistoryCC.7, 7.1.NM. IPRET.5).

Computer Science & Design Thinking

8.1.5.CS.2: Model how computer software and hardware work together as a system to accomplish
tasks.

8.2.5.ED.2: Collaborate with peers to collect information, brainstorm to solve a problem, and
evaluate all possible solutions to provide the best results with supporting sketches or models.

Student Learning Objectives
Unit Objective:   Students will be able to write a variety of opinion pieces such as paragraph, letter, or
speech supporting a point of view with reasons. (4 weeks)
Related Content:

● Teachers College Writing Units of Study
● Teachers College Curricular Calendar
● Teachers College Reading and Writing Project website
● Mentor texts on a variety of levels
● Grade 3 leveled and genre-related texts
● National Geographic website and magazine
● Time for Kids online website

● Readworks website
● Reading A-Z and RAZ kids website
● Student and teacher generated organizational tools
● Various interactive websites (Ex: visual or audio texts)
● Technology (varied by teacher)

Code # Progress Indicators for Writing
W. 3.1a-d Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with reasons.

a. Introduce the topic or text they are writing about, state an opinion, and create an
organizational structure that lists reasons.

b. Provide reasons that support the opinion.
c. Use linking words and phrases (e.g.,  because ,  therefore ,  since ,  for  example ) to

connect opinion and reasons.

d. Provide a concluding statement or section.
W. 3.4 With guidance and support from adults, produce writing in which the development and

organization are appropriate to task and purpose.
W. 3.5 With guidance and support from peers and adults, develop and strengthen writing as

needed by planning, revising, and editing.
W. 3.6 With guidance and support from adults, use technology to produce and publish writing

(using keyboarding skills) as well as to interact and collaborate with others.
W. 3.8 Recall information from experiences or gather information from print and digital sources;

take brief notes on sources and sort evidence into provided categories.
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W.3.10 Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, reflection, and revision) and
shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of discipline-specific
tasks, purposes, and audiences.

RF 3.4a.-d Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support comprehension.
a. Read grade-level text with purpose and understanding.
b. Read grade-level prose and poetry orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and

expression on successive readings.
c. Use context to confirm or self-correct word recognition and understanding,

rereading as necessary.
SL 3.1a.-d Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and

teacher-led) with diverse partners on  grade 3 topics and texts , building on others' ideas and
expressing their own clearly.

a. Come to discussions prepared; having read or studied required material; explicitly
draw on that preparation and other information known about the topic to explore
ideas under discussion.

b. Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions (e.g., gaining the floor in respectful
ways, listening to others with care, speaking one at a time about the topics and
texts under discussion).

c. Ask questions to check understanding of information presented, stay on topic, and
link their comments to the remarks of others.

d. Explain their ideas and understanding in light of the discussion.

SL 3.2 Determine the main ideas and supporting details of a text read aloud or information
presented in diverse media and formats, including visually, quantitatively, and orally.

SL 3.3 Ask and answer questions about information from a speaker, offering appropriate
elaboration and detail.

SL 3.4 Report on a topic or text, tell a story, or recount an experience with appropriate facts and
relevant, descriptive details, speaking clearly at an understandable pace.

SL 3.5 Create engaging audio recordings of stories or poems that demonstrate fluid reading at an
understandable pace; add visual displays when appropriate to emphasize or enhance
certain facts or details.

SL 3.6 Speak in complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation in order to provide
requested detail or clarification.
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Unit Essential Questions
● How can I raise the level of my opinion

writing, in particular by working on
structure, development and language
conventions?

● How can they learn to draft and revise
speeches in which they are trying to
convince their audience?

● How can I work on organizing a speech so
that I provide several reasons, with
examples that go with them, to convince
my audience?

● How can I transfer and apply everything I
know about writing speeches to write other
opinion pieces in different genres?

● How can I work with a group to learn to
incorporate text-based evidence into
opinion pieces that aim to make a
difference in the world?

Unit Enduring Understandings
● Good writers develop and refine their ideas

for thinking, learning, communicating and
aesthetic expression.

● Rules, conventions of language, help readers
understand what is being communicated.

● Effective writing is coherent, logical, and
effective.

● Writers have a purpose for writing.

● Good writers use a variety of sources to
enhance the language of their writing.

Unit Learning Targets Students
will:

● Use the Writing Process to produce writing in stages including development, organization,
planning, editing and revising.

● Write persuasive pieces to develop a point of view on a topic with reasons to support it.
● Use temporal words and phrases to signal event order.
● Write in a clear and organized manner including illustrations, facts, definitions, details, linking

words and phrases, and a conclusion.
● Use appropriate capitalization, commas, quotation marks, and possessives.
● Use conventional spelling for high frequency and other studied words and for adding suffixes to

base words and use spelling patterns and generalizations.
● Consult reference materials, including beginning dictionaries, as needed to check and correct

spellings.
● Use sentence-level context as a clue to the meaning of a word or phrase.
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● Determine the meaning of the new word formed when a known affix is added to a known word
(e.g.,  agreeable/disagreeable,  comfortable/uncomfortable, care/careless,  heat/preheat ).

● Use a known root word as a clue to the meaning of an unknown word with the same root (e.g.,
company, companion ).

● Use glossaries or beginning dictionaries, both print and digital, to determine or clarify the precise
meaning of key words and phrases.

● Distinguish the literal and nonliteral meanings of words and phrases in context (e.g., take   steps ).

● Identify real-life connections between words and their use (e.g., describe people who are  friendly

or  helpful ).

● Distinguish shades of meaning among related words that describe states of mind or degrees of
certainty (e.g.,  knew, believed, suspected, heard, and wondered ).

● Use grade appropriate words and phrases that signal spatial and temporal relationships.
Evidence of Learning

Summative Assessment:
Assess through:  oral and written critique, class discussion, and on-demand writing.
 

Formative Assessments
Teacher observation of: student engagement,
small-group activities, post-it notes, editing styles,
writer’s notebook, peer revising and editing,
conferences

Lesson Plan & Pacing Guide
Lesson Timeframe

Launching Work on Persuasive Speeches
1 week

Raising the Level of Persuasive Writing
1 week

From Persuasive Speeches to Petitions,
Editorials, and Persuasive Letters

1 week
Cause Groups

1 week
Teacher Notes: Students should be exposed to routine writing such as short constructed-responses to text
dependent questions. This builds content knowledge and provides opportunities for reflection on a specific
aspect of a text or texts. Routine written responses to such text dependent questions allow students to build
sophisticated understanding of vocabulary, text structure, and content and to develop needed proficiencies
in analysis.
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Curriculum Development Resources

● Teachers  College Units of Study: “Changing the World- Launching Work on Persuasive Speeches”
● Teachers College Reading and Writing Project website
● Teachers College Curricular Calendar
● NJDOE Climate Change resources
● Fundations

● ELA New Jersey Student Learning Standards
● NJSLA Practice Tests
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Unit II Overview
Content Area:  Writer’s Workshop
Unit Title:  “Crafting True Stories”
Target Course/Grade Level:  Third Grade
Unit Summary: This unit has four bends.  The first bend helps students make discoveries about third 
grade writing, share observations with each other, and set their own writing goals.  The second bend helps
students to use a Writing Notebook to record, reread, select seed ideas, and develop story-telling ideas.
The third bend helps students become more independent writers.  Students will be encouraged to start new
pieces and work through the writing process.  The final bend helps students pick a first draft to revise, edit
and publish.
Unit Rationale:  In this unit, students’ knowledge of language and its use is especially highlighted when
the class studies mentor texts for word choice and literary language (L.3.3). The teacher will continue to
emphasize these reading-writing connections, channeling the students to engage in close reading of
complex mentor texts. Learning how to write effective narratives will help children engage in purposeful,
deliberate revisions.
Interdisciplinary Content

Social Studies:

6.1.5.EconET.1: Identify positive and negative incentives that influence the decisions people
make.

N.J.S.A.18.A.52:16A-88 Amistad Law & N.J.S.A.18.A:35-28 Holocaust Law Read Aloud and
Shared Reading Resources:
● Sotomayor, S. (2020). Turning Pages

● Berne, E.C. (2021). The Story of Anne Frank: A Biography for New Readers.

Career Readiness, Life Literacies & Key Skills:

9.4.5.GCA.1: Analyze how culture shapes individual and community perspectives and points of
view (e.g., 1.1.5.C2a, RL.5.9, 6.1.5.HistoryCC.8).

9.4.5.TL.3: Format a document using a word processing application to enhance text, change page
formatting, and include appropriate images, graphics, or symbols.

Computer Science & Design Thinking:

8.1.5.CS.2: Model how computer software and hardware work together as a system to accomplish
tasks.

8.2.5.ED.2: Collaborate with peers to collect information, brainstorm to solve a problem, and
evaluate all possible solutions to provide the best results with supporting sketches or models.

Student Learning Objectives
Unit Objective:   Students will be able to craft their own stories and descriptions and deepen their
understanding of literary concepts, structures, and genres such as short stories, drama, poetry, and
anecdotes through purposeful imitation. (6 weeks)
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Related Content:
● Teachers College Writing Units of Study
● Teachers College Curricular Calendar

● Teachers College Reading and Writing Project website
● Mentor texts on a variety of levels
● Grade 3 leveled and genre-related texts
● National Geographic website and magazine
● Time for Kids online website
● Readworks website
● Reading A-Z and RAZ kids website
● Student and teacher generated organizational tools (charts)
● Various interactive websites (Ex: visual or audio texts)
● Technology (varied by teacher)

Code # Progress Indicators for Writing
W. 3.3a-d Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective

technique, descriptive details, and clear event sequences.
a. Establish a situation and introduce a narrator and/or characters; organize an event

sequence that unfolds naturally.
b. Use dialogue and descriptions of actions, thoughts, and feelings to develop

experiences and events or show the response of characters to situations.
c. Use temporal words and phrases to signal event order.
d. Provide a sense of closure.

W. 3.4 With guidance and support from adults, produce writing in which the development and
organization are appropriate to task and purpose.

W. 3.5 With guidance and support from peers and adults, develop and strengthen writing as
needed by planning, revising, and editing.

W. 3.6 With guidance and support from adults, use technology to produce and publish writing
(using keyboarding skills) as well as to interact and collaborate with others.

W. 3.8 Recall information from experiences or gather information from print and digital sources;
take brief notes on sources and sort evidence into provided categories.

W.3.10 Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, reflection, and revision) and
shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of discipline-specific
tasks, purposes, and audiences.

RF 3.4a.-d Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support comprehension.
a. Read grade-level text with purpose and understanding.
b. Read grade-level prose and poetry orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and

expression on successive readings.
c. Use context to confirm or self-correct word recognition and understanding,

rereading as necessary.
SL 3.1a.-d Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and

teacher-led) with diverse partners on  grade 3 topics and texts , building on others' ideas and
expressing their own clearly.
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a. Come to discussions prepared; having read or studied required material; explicitly
draw on that preparation and other information known about the topic to explore
ideas under discussion.

b. Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions (e.g., gaining the floor in respectful
ways, listening to others with care, speaking one at a time about the topics and
texts under discussion).

c. Ask questions to check understanding of information presented, stay on topic, and
link their comments to the remarks of others.

d. Explain their ideas and understanding in light of the discussion.
SL 3.2 Determine the main ideas and supporting details of a text read aloud or information

presented in diverse media and formats, including visually, quantitatively, and orally.
SL 3.3 Ask and answer questions about information from a speaker, offering appropriate

elaboration and detail.
SL 3.4 Report on a topic or text, tell a story, or recount an experience with appropriate facts and

relevant, descriptive details, speaking clearly at an understandable pace.
SL 3.5 Create engaging audio recordings of stories or poems that demonstrate fluid reading at an

understandable pace; add visual displays when appropriate to emphasize or enhance certain
facts or details.

SL 3.6 Speak in complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation in order to provide
requested detail or clarification.

Unit Essential Questions
● How can I raise the level of my narrative

writing, in particular by working on
structure, development, and language
conventions?

● How can I keep a writer’s notebook and
use my notebook as a tool for collecting
focused narratives?

● How can I work on my narrative writing
skills so that when I rehearse different
starts to my stories and revise my flash
drafts, my narrative writing gets better?

● How can I use what I notice from studying
a mentor text and from learning about
narrative writing to write more powerful
stories?

● How do I use all I have learned about
paragraphing, punctuation, and
self-assessment to produce published
texts?

Unit Enduring Understandings
● Good writers develop and refine their ideas

for thinking, learning, communicating and
aesthetic expression.

● Rules, conventions of language, help readers
understand what is being communicated.

● Effective writing is coherent, logical, and
effective.

● Writers have a purpose for writing.

● Good writers use a variety of sources to
enhance the language of their writing.
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Unit Learning Targets Students
will:

● Use the Writing Process to produce writing in stages including development, organization,
planning, editing and revising.

● Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using story format.
● Use temporal words and phrases to signal event order.
● Write in a clear and organized manner including illustrations, facts, definitions, details, linking

words and phrases, and a conclusion.
● Use appropriate capitalization, commas, quotation marks, and possessives.
● Use conventional spelling for high frequency and other studied words and for adding suffixes to

base words and use spelling patterns and generalizations.
● Consult reference materials, including beginning dictionaries, as needed to check and correct

spellings.
● Use sentence-level context as a clue to the meaning of a word or phrase.
● Determine the meaning of the new word formed when a known affix is added to a known word

(e.g.,  agreeable/disagreeable,  comfortable/uncomfortable, care/careless,  heat/preheat ).

● Use a known root word as a clue to the meaning of an unknown word with the same root (e.g.,
company, companion ).

● Use glossaries or beginning dictionaries, both print and digital, to determine or clarify the precise
meaning of key words and phrases.

● Distinguish the literal and nonliteral meanings of words and phrases in context (e.g.,  take  steps ).

● Identify real-life connections between words and their use (e.g., describe people who are  friendly

or  helpful ).

● Distinguish shades of meaning among related words that describe states of mind or degrees of
certainty (e.g.,  knew, believed, suspected, heard, and wondered ).

● Use grade appropriate words and phrases that signal spatial and temporal relationships.
Evidence of Learning

Summative Assessment:
Assess through:  oral and written critique, class discussion, on-demand writing.

Formative Assessments
Teacher observation of: student engagement,
small-group activities, post-it notes, editing
styles, writer’s notebook, peer revising and
editing, conferences

Lesson Plan  & Pacing Guide
Lesson Timeframe

Writers will become a storyteller on page.
1 week
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Writers use notes, lists and other strategies to
strengthen their narratives. 2 weeks
Writers edit as they write. 1 week
Writers set and monitor their goals.
Writers express feelings, opinions and preference
and write a second narrative piece 2 weeks
Teacher Notes: Students should be exposed to routine writing such as short constructed-responses to
text dependent questions. This builds content knowledge and provides opportunities for reflection on a
specific aspect of a text or texts. Routine written responses to such text dependent questions allow students
to build sophisticated understanding of vocabulary, text structure, and content and to develop needed
proficiencies in analysis.
Curriculum Development Resources

● Teachers  College Units of Study: “Crafting True Stories”
● Teachers College Reading and Writing Project website
● Teachers College Curricular Calendar
● ELA New Jersey Student Learning Standards
● NJSLA Practice Tests
● Fundations
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Unit III Overview
Content Area:  Writer’s Workshop
Unit Title:  “Art of Informational Writing”
Target Course/Grade Level:  Third Grade
Unit Summary:  This unit is centered on a particular type of information writing—a structured,
written-to-teach, expert-based project.  This unit calls on students to choose a narrowed and structured
focus on a topic.  As you prepare for this unit, you will want to consider gathering a stack of information
books and texts that will help familiarize you with the type of writing you are about to embark on teaching.
Unit Rationale:  In this unit, students will be able to paraphrase, infer, and ultimately integrate the
evidence and ideas they have gleaned from what they have read. Students will synthesize information
gathered and combine it with their background knowledge to develop ideas for an informational piece.
Interdisciplinary Content

Social Studies:

6.3.5.GeoHE.1: Plan and participate in an advocacy project to inform others about the impact of
climate change at the local or state level and propose possible solutions.

Career Readiness, Life Literacies, & Key Skills:

9.4.5.CI.3: Participate in a brainstorming session with individuals with diverse perspectives to
expand one’s thinking about a topic of curiosity (e.g., 8.2.5.ED.2, 1.5.5.CR1a).

Computer Science & Design Thinking:

8.1.5.CS.2: Model how computer software and hardware work together as a system to accomplish
tasks.
8.2.5.ITH.1: Explain how societal needs and wants influence the development and function of a product
and a system.

Student Learning Objectives
Unit Objective:   Students will write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas
and information clearly. (6 weeks)
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Related Content:
● Teachers College Writing Units of Study
● Teachers College Curricular Calendar
● Teachers College Reading and Writing Project website
● Mentor texts on a variety of levels
● Grade 3 leveled and genre-related texts
● National Geographic website and magazine
● Time for Kids online website
● Readworks website
● Reading A-Z and RAZ kids website
● Student and teacher generated organizational tools (charts)
● Various interactive websites (Ex: visual or audio texts)
● Technology (varied by teacher)

Code # Progress Indicators for Writing
W. 3.2a-d Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas and information

clearly.
a. Introduce a topic and group related information together; include illustrations when

useful to aid comprehension.
b. Develop the topic with facts, definitions, and details.
c. Use linking words and phrases (e.g.,  also ,  another ,  and ,  more ,  but ) to connect ideas

within categories of information.

d. Provide a concluding statement or section.
W. 3.4 With guidance and support from adults, produce writing in which the development and

organization are appropriate to task and purpose.
W. 3.5 With guidance and support from peers and adults, develop and strengthen writing as

needed by planning, revising, and editing.
W. 3.6 With guidance and support from adults, use technology to produce and publish writing

(using keyboarding skills) as well as to interact and collaborate with others.
W. 3.8 Recall information from experiences or gather information from print and digital sources;

take brief notes on sources and sort evidence into provided categories.
W.3.10 Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, reflection, and revision) and

shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of discipline-specific
tasks, purposes, and audiences.

RI. 3.1 Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text, referring explicitly to
the text as the basis for the answers.

RI. 3.2 Determine the main idea of a text; recount the key details and explain how they support the
main idea.

RI. 3.3 Describe the relationship between a series of historical events, scientific ideas or concepts,
or steps in technical procedures in a text, using language that pertains to time, sequence,
and cause/effect.

RI. 3.5 Use text features and search tools (e.g., key words, sidebars, hyperlinks) to locate
information relevant to a given topic efficiently.

RI. 3.6 Distinguish their own point of view from that of the author of a text.
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RF 3.4a.-d Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support comprehension.
a. Read grade-level text with purpose and understanding.
b. Read grade-level prose and poetry orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and

expression on successive readings.
c. Use context to confirm or self-correct word recognition and understanding,

rereading as necessary.
SL 3.1a.-d Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and

teacher-led) with diverse partners on  grade 3 topics and texts , building on others' ideas and
expressing their own clearly.

a. Come to discussions prepared; having read or studied required material; explicitly
draw on that preparation and other information known about the topic to explore
ideas under discussion.

b. Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions (e.g., gaining the floor in respectful
ways, listening to others with care, speaking one at a time about the topics and
texts under discussion).

c. Ask questions to check understanding of information presented, stay on topic, and
link their comments to the remarks of others.

d. Explain their ideas and understanding in light of the discussion.
SL 3.2 Determine the main ideas and supporting details of a text read aloud or information

presented in diverse media and formats, including visually, quantitatively, and orally.
SL 3.3 Ask and answer questions about information from a speaker, offering appropriate

elaboration and detail.
SL 3.4 Report on a topic or text, tell a story, or recount an experience with appropriate facts and

relevant, descriptive details, speaking clearly at an understandable pace.
SL 3.5 Create engaging audio recordings of stories or poems that demonstrate fluid reading at an

understandable pace; add visual displays when appropriate to emphasize or enhance certain
facts or details.

SL 3.6 Speak in complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation in order to provide
requested detail or clarification.

Unit Essential Questions
● How can I raise the level of my

information writing, in particular by
working on structure, development, and
language conventions?

● How can I learn to plan out ways to teach a
topic that I know well so the information is
chunked into organized categories?

● How can I learn to draft and revise my
chapters so that I practice writing with
varied kinds of information and structures,

Unit Enduring Understandings
● Good writers develop and refine their ideas

for thinking, learning, communicating and
aesthetic expression.

● Rules, conventions of language, help readers
understand what is being communicated.

● Effective writing is coherent, logical, and
effective.

● Writers have a purpose for writing.
● Good writers use a variety of sources to

enhance the language of their writing.
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elaborating on that information, and
linking pieces together?

● How can I use writing time to learn to
transfer what I have learned so far in this
unit to pieces of writing that I am doing in
other disciplines?

Unit Learning Targets Students
will:

● Use the Writing Process to produce writing in stages including development, organization,
planning, editing and revising.

● Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas and information clearly.
● Write in a clear and organized manner including illustrations, facts, and definitions, details, linking

words and phrases and a conclusion.
● Use technology to produce and publish writing (using keyboarding skills) individually as well as

with others.
● Conduct short research projects that build knowledge about a topic by recalling information from

experiences or gathering information from print and digital sources; taking brief notes on sources
and sorting evidence into provided categories.

● Use temporal words and phrases to signal event order.
● Use appropriate capitalization, commas, quotation marks, and possessives.
● Use conventional spelling for high frequency and other studied words and for adding suffixes to

base words and use spelling patterns and generalizations.
● Consult reference materials, including beginning dictionaries, as needed to check and correct

spellings.
● Use sentence-level context as a clue to the meaning of a word or phrase.
● Determine the meaning of the new word formed when a known affix is added to a known word

(e.g.,  agreeable/disagreeable,  comfortable/uncomfortable, care/careless,  heat/preheat ).

● Use a known root word as a clue to the meaning of an unknown word with the same root (e.g.,
company, companion ).

● Use glossaries or beginning dictionaries, both print and digital, to determine or clarify the precise
meaning of key words and phrases.

● Distinguish the literal and nonliteral meanings of words and phrases in context (e.g.,  take steps 
 ).

● Identify real-life connections between words and their use (e.g., describe people who are  friendly

or  helpful ).

● Distinguish shades of meaning among related words that describe states of mind or degrees of
certainty (e.g., knew, believed, suspected, heard, and wondered  ).

● Use grade appropriate words and phrases that signal spatial and temporal relationships.
Evidence of Learning

Summative Assessment:
Assess through:  oral and written critique, class discussion, and on-demand writing.
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Formative Assessments
Teacher observation of: student engagement,
small-group activities, post-it notes, editing
styles, writer’s notebook, peer revising and
editing, conferences

Lesson Plan  & Pacing Guide
Lesson Timeframe

Organizing Information 1 week

Reaching a Write Well
2 weeks

Moving Towards Publication
1 week

Transferring Learning from Long Projects to
Short Ones 2 weeks
Teacher Notes: Students should be exposed to routine writing such as short constructed-responses to text
dependent questions. This builds content knowledge and provides opportunities for reflection on a specific
aspect of a text or texts. Routine written responses to such text dependent questions allow students to build
sophisticated understanding of vocabulary, text structure, and content and to develop needed proficiencies
in analysis.
Curriculum Development Resources

● Teachers  College Units of Study: “The Art of Information Writing”
● Teachers College Reading and Writing Project website
● Teachers College Curricular Calendar
● ELA New Jersey Student Learning Standards
● NJDOE Climate Change resources
● NJSLA Practice Tests
● Fundations
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Unit IV Overview
Content Area: Writer’s Workshop
 Unit Title:  “Once Upon a Time”
Target Course/Grade Level:  Third Grade
Unit Summary: This unit is centered on a particular type of narrative writing- storytelling. Storytelling
is at the heart of this unit. We aim to teach kids not only to write well-crafted tales, but to story-tell those
tales with drama, precise action, and language that captures the hearts and minds of the listener. So you
might spend some time watching video clips of storytellers, especially fairy tale storytellers, as a way to
highlight excellent examples of storytelling to use when teaching. Finally, give yourself a bit of time to
begin planning your own fairy tale adaptation, a text that serves as your demonstration text.
Unit Rationale:  In this unit, students will develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective
technique, descriptive details, and clear event sequences.
Interdisciplinary Content

Career Readiness, Life Literacies & Key Skills:

9.4.5.TL.3: Format a document using a word processing application to enhance text, change page
formatting, and include appropriate images, graphics, or symbols.

Computer Science & Design Thinking:

8.1.5.AP.3: Create programs that include sequences, events, loops, and conditionals.

8.2.5.ITH.2: Evaluate how well a new tool has met its intended purpose and identify any
shortcomings it might have. •

8.2.5.ITH.3: Analyze the effectiveness of a new product or system and identify the positive
and/or negative consequences resulting from its use.

N.J.S.A.18.A.52:16A-88 Amistad Law & N.J.S.A.18.A:35-28 Holocaust Law Read Aloud and
Shared Reading Resources:

● Isadora, R. (2009) Hansel and Gretal: An African Retelling
● Pizoli, T. (2014) The Ghanian Goldilocks

Student Learning Objectives

Unit Objective:   Students will write an adapted and original fairy tale. (6 weeks)
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Related Content:
● Teachers College Writing Units of Study
● Teachers College Curricular Calendar
● Teachers College Reading and Writing Project website
● Mentor texts on a variety of levels
● Grade 3 leveled and genre-related texts
● National Geographic website and magazine
● Time for Kids online website
● Readworks website
● Reading A-Z and RAZ kids website
● Student and teacher generated organizational tools (charts)
● Various interactive websites (Ex: visual or audio texts)
● Technology (varied by teacher)

Code # Progress Indicators for Writing
W. 3.3a-d Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective

technique, descriptive details, and clear event sequences.
a. Establish a situation and introduce a narrator and/or characters; organize an event

sequence that unfolds naturally.
b. Use dialogue and descriptions of actions, thoughts, and feelings to develop

experiences and events or show the response of characters to situations.
c. Use temporal words and phrases to signal event order.
d. Provide a sense of closure.

W. 3.4 With guidance and support from adults, produce writing in which the development and
organization are appropriate to task and purpose.

W. 3.5 With guidance and support from peers and adults, develop and strengthen writing as
needed by planning, revising, and editing.

W. 3.6 With guidance and support from adults, use technology to produce and publish writing
(using keyboarding skills) as well as to interact and collaborate with others.

W. 3.8 Recall information from experiences or gather information from print and digital sources;
take brief notes on sources and sort evidence into provided categories.

W.3.10 Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, reflection, and revision) and
shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of discipline-specific
tasks, purposes, and audiences.

a. Identify and know the meaning of the most common prefixes and derivational
suffixes.

b. Decode words with common Latin suffixes.
c. Decode multisyllabic words.
d. Read grade-appropriate irregularly spelled words.
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RF 3.4a.-d Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support comprehension.
a. Read grade-level text with purpose and understanding.
b. Read grade-level prose and poetry orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and

expression on successive readings.
c. Use context to confirm or self-correct word recognition and understanding,

rereading as necessary.
SL 3.1a.-d Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and

teacher-led) with diverse partners on  grade 3 topics and texts , building on others' ideas and
expressing their own clearly.

a. Come to discussions prepared; having read or studied required material; explicitly
draw on that preparation and other information known about the topic to explore
ideas under discussion.

b. Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions (e.g., gaining the floor in respectful
ways, listening to others with care, speaking one at a time about the topics and
texts under discussion).

c. Ask questions to check understanding of information presented, stay on topic, and
link their comments to the remarks of others.

d. Explain their ideas and understanding in light of the discussion.
SL 3.2 Determine the main ideas and supporting details of a text read aloud or information

presented in diverse media and formats, including visually, quantitatively, and orally.
SL 3.3 Ask and answer questions about information from a speaker, offering appropriate

elaboration and detail.
SL 3.4 Report on a topic or text, tell a story, or recount an experience with appropriate facts and

relevant, descriptive details, speaking clearly at an understandable pace.
SL 3.5 Create engaging audio recordings of stories or poems that demonstrate fluid reading at an

understandable pace; add visual displays when appropriate to emphasize or enhance certain
facts or details.

SL 3.6 Speak in complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation in order to provide
requested detail or clarification.

Unit Essential Questions
● How can I raise the level of my narrative

writing by working on structure, (Third
grade fairy tales) development, voice,
figurative language and language
conventions?

● How can I learn about how fairy tales
go—their structure and craft-- from
comparing and contrasting published fairy
tale adaptations and from storytelling and
drama and then, how can I make my own
fairy tale adaptation?

Unit Enduring Understandings
● Good writers develop and refine their ideas

for thinking, learning, communicating and
aesthetic expression.

● Rules, conventions of language, help readers
understand what is being communicated.

● Effective writing is coherent, logical, and
effective.

● Writers have a purpose for writing.
● Good writers use a variety of sources to

enhance the language of their writing.
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● How can I transfer all that I learned to
write another fairy tale adaptation, this
time working with greater independence?

● How can I draw on all that I have learned
to write an original fairy tale, this time
working hard on things like symbolism,
figurative language, and complex sentence

structure?
Unit Learning Targets Students
will:

● Use the Writing Process to produce writing in stages including development, organization,
planning, editing and revising.

● Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using story/fairy tale format.
● Use technology to produce and publish writing (using keyboarding skills) individually as well as

with others.
● Use temporal words and phrases to signal event order.
● Write in a clear and organized manner including illustrations, facts, definitions, details, linking

words and phrases, and a conclusion.
● Use appropriate capitalization, commas, quotation marks, and possessives.
● Use conventional spelling for high frequency and other studied words and for adding suffixes to

base words and use spelling patterns and generalizations.
● Consult reference materials, including beginning dictionaries, as needed to check and correct

spellings.
● Use sentence-level context as a clue to the meaning of a word or phrase.
● Determine the meaning of the new word formed when a known affix is added to a known word

(e.g.,  agreeable/disagreeable,  comfortable/uncomfortable, care/careless,  heat/preheat ).

● Use a known root word as a clue to the meaning of an unknown word with the same root (e.g.,
company, companion ).

● Use glossaries or beginning dictionaries, both print and digital, to determine or clarify the precise
meaning of key words and phrases.

● Distinguish the literal and nonliteral meanings of words and phrases in context (e.g.,  take steps 
 ).

● Identify real-life connections between words and their use (e.g., describe people who are  friendly

or  helpful ).

● Distinguish shades of meaning among related words that describe states of mind or degrees of
certainty (e.g.,  knew, believed, suspected, heard, and wondered ).

● Use grade appropriate words and phrases that signal spatial and temporal relationships.
Evidence of Learning
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Summative Assessment:
Assess through:  oral and written critique, class discussion, on-demand writing
Formative Assessments
Teacher observation of: student engagement, small-group activities, post-it notes,
editing styles, writer’s notebook, peer revising and editing, conferences

Lesson Plan  & Pacing Guide
Lesson Timeframe

Writing in the Footsteps of the Classics 2 weeks

Follow the Path:
Adapting Fairy Tales with Independence 2 weeks

Blazing Trails:
Writing Original
Fairy Tales using an online program 2 weeks

Teacher Notes: Students should be exposed to routine writing such as short constructed-responses to
text dependent questions. This builds content knowledge and provides opportunities for reflection on a
specific aspect of a text or texts. Routine written responses to such text dependent questions allow students
to build sophisticated understanding of vocabulary, text structure, and content and to develop needed
proficiencies in analysis.
Curriculum Development Resources

● Teachers  College Units of Study: “Once Upon a Time”
● Teachers College Reading and Writing Project website
● Teachers College Curricular Calendar
● ELA New Jersey Student Learning Standards
● NJSLA Practice Tests
● Fundations
● Online resources such as Flipgrid or G-Suite
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Unit V Overview
Content Area:  Writer’s Workshop
Unit Title:  “The Literary Essay”
Target Course/Grade Level:  Third Grade
Unit Summary: This unit stands on the shoulders of the work children did in second grade--writing to
defend claims about literature. The unit aims to make reading a more intense, thoughtful experience for
children by equipping them with tools they need to write simple essays that advance an idea about a piece
of literature. This unit relies on children’s prior experience with opinion writing, suggesting that instead of
writing about opinions they can now write about claims.

Unit Rational e:   This unit builds the groundwork for the fourth-grade unit  The Literary Essay: Writing
about Fiction , as well as the work third graders will be asked to do on the state tests.  This unit offers
students a bridge between reading and writing.  It helps them learn a way to hold onto one's' thinking about

a particular subject or text but also to clarify and elaborate on that thinking
.
 

Interdisciplinary Content

Career Readiness, Life Literacies & Key Skills:

9.4.5.CI.3: Participate in a brainstorming session with individuals with diverse perspectives to
expand one’s thinking about a topic of curiosity (e.g., 8.2.5.ED.2, 1.5.5.CR1a).

Social Studies:

N.J.S.A.18.A.52:16A-88 Amistad Law & N.J.S.A.18.A:35-28 Holocaust Law Read Aloud and
Shared Reading Resources:

● DiCamillo, Kate. (2015). Because of Winn Dixie. Scholastic.
● Boelts, Maribeth. (2017). Those Shoes. Scholastic.

Student Learning Objectives

Unit Objective:   Students will respond to text purposefully and thoughtfully to state their opinion/claim
and provide reasons and evidence to support their idea. (6 weeks)
Related Content:

● Teachers College Writing Units of Study
● Teachers College Curricular Calendar
● Teachers College Reading and Writing Project website
● Mentor texts on a variety of levels
● Grade 3 leveled and genre-related texts
● National Geographic website and magazine
● Time for Kids online website
● Readworks website
● Reading A-Z and RAZ kids website
● Student and teacher generated organizational tools (charts)
● Various interactive websites (Ex: visual or audio texts)
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● Technology (varied by teacher)
Code # Progress Indicators for Writing
W. 3.1a-d Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with reasons.

a. Introduce the topic or text they are writing about, state an opinion, and create an
organizational structure that lists reasons.

b. Provide reasons that support the opinion.
c. Use linking words and phrases (e.g.,  because ,  therefore ,  since ,  for  example ) to

connect opinion and reasons.

d. Provide a concluding statement or section.
W. 3.4 With guidance and support from adults, produce writing in which the development and

organization are appropriate to task and purpose.
W. 3.5 With guidance and support from peers and adults, develop and strengthen writing as

needed by planning, revising, and editing.
W. 3.6 With guidance and support from adults, use technology to produce and publish writing

(using keyboarding skills) as well as to interact and collaborate with others.
W. 3.8 Recall information from experiences or gather information from print and digital sources;

take brief notes on sources and sort evidence into provided categories.
W.3.10 Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, reflection, and revision) and

shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of discipline-specific
tasks, purposes, and audiences.

RF 3.4a.-d Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support comprehension.
a. Read grade-level text with purpose and understanding.
b. Read grade-level prose and poetry orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and

expression on successive readings.
c. Use context to confirm or self-correct word recognition and understanding,

rereading as necessary.

SL 3.1a.-d Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and
teacher-led) with diverse partners on  grade 3 topics and texts , building on others' ideas and
expressing their own clearly.

a. Come to discussions prepared; having read or studied required material; explicitly
draw on that preparation and other information known about the topic to explore
ideas under discussion.

b. Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions (e.g., gaining the floor in respectful
ways, listening to others with care, speaking one at a time about the topics and
texts under discussion).

c. Ask questions to check understanding of information presented, stay on topic, and
link their comments to the remarks of others.

d. Explain their ideas and understanding in light of the discussion.
SL 3.2 Determine the main ideas and supporting details of a text read aloud or information

presented in diverse media and formats, including visually, quantitatively, and orally.
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SL 3.3 Ask and answer questions about information from a speaker, offering appropriate
elaboration and detail.

SL 3.4 Report on a topic or text, tell a story, or recount an experience with appropriate facts and
relevant, descriptive details, speaking clearly at an understandable pace.

SL 3.5 Create engaging audio recordings of stories or poems that demonstrate fluid reading at an
understandable pace; add visual displays when appropriate to emphasize or enhance certain
facts or details.

SL 3.6 Speak in complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation in order to provide
requested detail or clarification.

Unit Essential Questions
● How can I write an essay that states a

strong opinion about a piece of literature
and supports it clearly with reasons and
evidence from the text?

● How can I explore ideas about literature
that help me develop a thesis statement to
grow into an essay?

● How can I draft, revise and edit an essay
that clearly supports my idea about a text?

● How can I use everything I know to write a
second literary essay, this time working

with more independence
?
 

Unit Enduring Understandings
● Good writers develop and refine their ideas

for thinking, learning, communicating and
aesthetic expression.

● Rules, conventions of language, help readers
understand what is being communicated.

● Effective writing is coherent, logical, and
effective.

● Writers have a purpose for writing.
● Good writers use a variety of sources to

enhance the language of their writing. 

Unit Learning Targets Students
will:

● Use the Writing Process to produce writing in stages including development, organization,
planning, editing and revising.

● Write a literary essay in response to a text or subject.
● Use technology to produce and publish writing (using keyboarding skills) individually as well as

with others.
● Use temporal words and phrases to signal event order.
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● Write in a clear and organized manner including illustrations, facts, definitions, details, linking
words and phrases, and a conclusion.

● Use appropriate capitalization, commas, quotation marks, and possessives.
● Use conventional spelling for high frequency and other studied words and for adding suffixes to

base words and use spelling patterns and generalizations.
● Consult reference materials, including beginning dictionaries, as needed to check and correct

spellings.
● Use sentence-level context as a clue to the meaning of a word or phrase.
● Determine the meaning of the new word formed when a known affix is added to a known word

(e.g.,  agreeable/disagreeable,  comfortable/uncomfortable, care/careless,  heat/preheat ).

● Use a known root word as a clue to the meaning of an unknown word with the same root (e.g.,
company, companion ).

● Use glossaries or beginning dictionaries, both print and digital, to determine or clarify the precise
meaning of key words and phrases.

● Distinguish the literal and nonliteral meanings of words and phrases in context (e.g.,  take steps 
 ).

● Identify real-life connections between words and their use (e.g., describe people who are  friendly

or  helpful ).

● Distinguish shades of meaning among related words that describe states of mind or degrees of
certainty (e.g.,  knew, believed, suspected, heard, and wondered ).

● Use grade appropriate words and phrases that signal spatial and temporal relationships.
Evidence of Learning

Summative Assessment:
Assess through:  oral and written critique, class discussion, on-demand writing

● Utilize grade level appropriate state rubric as indicated.

Formative Assessments

Teacher observation of: student engagement,
small-group activities, post-it notes, editing
styles, writer’s notebook, peer revising and
editing, conferences

Lesson Plans & Pacing Guide
Lesson Timeframe
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Generate Ideas About Literature 2  weeks

Support and Craft Claims and Ideas 2 weeks

Draft and Revise Essays with Increased
Independence 2 weeks

Teacher Notes: Students should be exposed to routine writing such as short constructed-responses to text
dependent questions. This builds content knowledge and provides opportunities for reflection on a specific
aspect of a text or texts. Routine written responses to such text dependent questions allow students to build
sophisticated understanding of vocabulary, text structure, and content and to develop needed proficiencies in
analysis.
Curriculum Development Resources

● Teachers  College Units of Study: “The Literary Essay” (Grade Four)
● Teachers College Reading and Writing Project website
● Teachers College Curricular Calendar
● ELA New Jersey Student Learning Standards
● NJSLA Practice Tests
● Fundations
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Considerations for Differentiation

Considerations for classified students and students with an IEP and/or 504 plan:

Classroom Instruction:
● All instruction for classified students will be guided by the students’ Individualized

Education Plan (IEP).
● Regular education teachers will be responsible for differentiating instruction for

classified students based on the instructional modifications listed in the IEP.
● In the case of General Education - Supported Instruction (GE-SI) Classes, the special

education teacher will be responsible for support in modifying the curriculum for the
students, informing the classroom teacher of the modifications, and directing
instructional aide(s) to provide support accordingly.

● Grading will be done collaboratively by the regular and special education teachers.
Modifications:

● Modifications include but are not limited to:
Extra time for assignments, modified classwork/homework assignments based on
disability, preferential seating, study guides, copies of class notes, assistive technology
and rewording/repeating or clarifying directions.

In-class Assessments:
● All assessments are to be in line with students’ IEPs.  In-class support teachers should

modify tests for classified students.  Tests may be given in the regular education
classroom or completed with the inclusion teacher in another location with additional
time. Students may be tested separately according to the IEP.

● Assessment grades may be modified based on a student’s disability and in accordance
with their IEP.

Considerations for English Language Learners (ELLs):
Classroom Instruction:

● Instruction for ESL students will be guided by their WIDA English Language Proficiency
level.  Teachers should receive this level from the ESL teacher assigned to the building.

● General education teachers will be responsible for differentiating instruction for ELLs
with the assistance of the ESL teacher that promotes language, literacy and content
learning.

● In the case of Content-Based ESL (CBE), the ESL teacher and the general education
teacher will be responsible for identifying language objectives and additional
instructional strategies that improve proficiency in English and academic success of
ELLs.  Instructional strategies and the necessary scaffolds to promote student learning
will be shared with the general education teacher for daily lessons that are aligned to
District Curricula, CCSS, and WIDA Standards.  The general Education teacher and ESL
teacher will be co-teachers for a predetermined amount of classroom instruction.

● Grading will be done collaboratively by the regular and ESL teachers.

Modifications:  The following are possible modifications but are not limited to this list –
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● Direct instruction, small group or pullout, about the contrasting letter sound
correspondences, syllabication patterns and morphology in English supported with
connections to their native language, native language text and/or resources, graphic
organizers, visuals, sentence starters/ sentence frames, cloze activities, modeling, working
with a partner, timeline and phrase wall and adapted text (in English) or specific sections
of the original text, highlighted/bold-faced words within text.

● Draw pictures instead of writing/speaking.
● Match drawings with new vocabulary that might correspond.
● Work in small groups or pairs with their English Only (EOs) peers for authentic content

language talk and grade level modeling.
● Write simple sentences instead of complex sentences that demonstrate an understanding of

academic language particular to specific content.
● Match simple sentences with new vocabulary that might apply to edit sentences.
● Have students provide examples/explanations of the main idea in simple sentences.

Revisions show an attempt to improve Language Control by embedding academic content
vocabulary and Linguistic Complexity by expanding and varying sentence structures and
using correct punctuation.

● Draw pictures instead of writing/speaking about seasonal changes.  Match drawings with
new vocabulary (adjective word wall, content word walls) that might correspond.

● Provide multiple opportunities for authentic speech acts to practice language skills and
develop English fluency.

● Total Physical Response (TPR) to model critical thinking skills like analyze and
synthesize.

● Study Guides
In Class Assessments:

● All formative and summative assessments will include modifications that support
student’s English Proficiency level. ESL teachers will collaborate with regular education
teachers to provide appropriate differentiation for assessing ELLs.

Considerations for At Risk Students:
● At Risk students are identified by the I&RS committee in each school.  The committee

works to understand the reasons behind the student’s low performance level in school and
to create and implement a plan that is carried out by a variety of staff members in the
building.

● Teachers with At Risk students are notified by the I&RS committee and provided with a
copy of the plan and a timeframe for assessing the growth of the student.  There are
academic as well as behavioral goals that are listed for the students with recommended
strategies unique to each individual.

● Classroom teachers are to follow the plan using instructional strategies that will help the
student improve his/her performance while applying appropriate behavioral strategies
consistent with the needs of the student.

● Teachers will report student progress to the I&RS committee within the specified
timeframe for the plan.

Classroom instruction:
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● Teachers will use differentiated instruction for At Risk students as they do for all students
in their class.  The strategies would be guided by the I&RS plan and be consistent with
the student’s ability and learning modality.

Modifications:
● Clarify all assignments and place specific timeframes for completion.  Provide students

with opportunity for one on one time for clarification.
● Set clear expectations for all assignments, in and outside of class.  Keep expectations

within the framework of the I&RS plan.
● Use positive reinforcement for all successes.  Hold students to defined consequences for

not completing work.
● Provide time outside the normal class time for completion of work.  Not completing

assignments is unacceptable, all assignments will be completed.
In Class Assessments:

● At Risk students should receive any modifications listed in their I&RS plan.
● If necessary, students should be provided with extended time to complete assessments.

Considerations for Gifted Students:
● Teachers will use differentiated instruction for Gifted Students as they do for all students

in their class.
● Assignments and assessments can be planned and implemented with input from the

student.
● Gifted students will be provided with the opportunity to demonstrate their knowledge

through a variety of platforms.
● Teachers will have the latitude to provide assignments with the individual student’s

ability in mind.
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